BAMWISE
Soundproof
Bamwise is a 6-piece band from Zagreb, Croatia and was
formed in 2007. Collaboration between five musicians and a
VJ brought together by mutual appreciation and love for
electronically fueled dub music.
They combine synths, drums, bass, guitar, vocals, an array of
sound effects and impressive visuals. The idea behind it all is
to inspire people to think, listen and act responsibly in their
lives.
Soundproof was recorded during 2016 @ Level-Point & Fun
House studios in Zagreb, Croatia. Mix and production were
handled by the band members Igor Ivanković (bass) and
Robert Martinović (live mix/sound engineer). Mastering was
done by a world renown techno producer/DJ Petar Dundov
@ Neumatik Studio. Artwork and visual aspect are the work
of Marijana Krbot, also a member of the band.
Through 8 songs in total, the band takes us on a dub journey
in their own scenario, seriously fueled by electronic
arrangements, using synthetic as well as acoustic elements
to create an organic yet powerful sound, emphasizing drums
and bass as basic elements of the original dub reggae
aesthetics. Even though their musical approach is inspired by
Jamaican dub and reggae musicians, their sound is fresh
with a combination of various elements which include modern
fluctuations of electronic genres and trends in English and
French dub production. This allows them to have their own
take on underground bass music.
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